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MINUTES

1. Participants:

   Kickoff phone conference:

   Noriyuki Ichikawa (WLTP Technical Secretary), Yuichi Aoyama (Honda), Donald Nagy (GM), Thomas Mayer (Ford)

   Wrap-up phone conference:

   Kazuki Kobayashi (NTSEL), Yuichi Aoyama (Honda), Donald Nagy (GM), Klaus-Peter Schindler (VW), M.K. Chaudhari (ARAI)

2. ToR & Plan of Activity

   WLTP-DTP-LabProcICE-002 was agreed with one change:

   Introduction and 3.1.5: “conventionally fuelled light duty vehicles” replaced by “internal combustion engine light duty vehicles”.

   Revision document has been uploaded to CIRCA.

3. Results of workshop

   The job assignment matrix has been reviewed. Document with proposed changes will be transmitted to WLTP technical secretary.

   The work was divided into 3 Subgroups:

   Road Load Determination, Lab Process, Measurement Equipment.

   The working groups started their work on the basis of the GTR draft document provided by DTP chair & secretary. The GTR draft has been compared with the relevant contents of regional legislations, agreements to draft contents as well as proposed amendments have been introduced into the GTR draft text. The results of the workshop are shown in the revision of the GTR draft document (WLTP-DTP-LabProcICE-006) and a list of main agreements, proposals and open issues (WLTP-DTP-LabProcICE-007).
An extract of open issues which are expected not to be solved on the technical level of the LabProcICE Subgroup, because input from other subgroups or higher level advice is needed (DTP, WLTP Inf. group or GRPE), will be provided in a separate document (WLTP-DTP-LabProcICE-008).

4. **Next steps / meetings**

WLTP-DTP-LabProcICE-008 will be discussed with DTP chair and subgroup leaders at the coordination conference call on August, 25th, 2010.

A feedback from workshop experts on the action list items (see WLTP-DTP-LabProcICE-007) as well as a first feedback from Contracting Parties and other experts is expected well in advance of the LabProcICE (web)meeting.

Web/Phone conference of LabProcICE subgroup will be scheduled in week 36/2010.

The three working groups may continue their work in additional web / telephone meetings.

The European Commission announced to host the second face-to-face workshop in Brussels on October 5th and 6th 2010 (2 full working days).

Confirmation of agreements and proposals as well as a discussion of open issues of LabProcICE Subgroup at October DTP meeting in Vienna.